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In knowledge economy time, intangibles including technology, trade mark, intelligent capital 
and customer satisfaction, etc. have become the critical factors to decide a company’s core 
competition and value. It’s indicated by Lev’s analysis (2000) that the gap between market value 
and accounting value(M/B) of American companies is getting larger and larger. Such huge 
difference between the market value and accounting value is mainly because of intangibles’ value 
and reflects the role of intangibles in the process of company value creation. 
Accounting’s study on intangibles is deployed mainly from traditional intangible accounting, 
human resource accounting and intelligence capital. In these studies, researchers seldom 
considered the changes of social economic environment and started from the path of “intangible 
accounting objectives --- intangible accounting assumptions --- intangible accounting principles 
--- inserting into intangible accounting equation”, renovated intangible accounting basic theory 
born in industrial economy age, and made it reflect the requirements of the ages of 
knowledge-based economy. In view of this, and we discussed the intangible accounting basic 
theory of intangible accounting objectives --- intangible accounting assumptions --- intangible 
accounting principles --- accounting equation with intangibles embedded on the basis of 
heterogeneity theory, ownership theory and company value theory, and try to seek breakthroughs 
in intangibles measurement, reporting and management theory. 
In companies’ survival and development, intangibles with inherent heterogeneity, company’s 
heterogeneity and gain of company’s monopoly benefit are commensal. In this commensal process, 
company’s heterogeneity depends on the coupling of the heterogeneity of products / services and 
the heterogeneity of customers / markets. The heterogeneity of products or services is decided by 
the heterogeneity of human beings, and the heterogeneity of market is decided by the 
heterogeneity of customers, which is finally decided by the heterogeneity of human beings. In the 
process of the coupling of the heterogeneity of products or services and the heterogeneity of 
customers or markets, intangibles such as market assets and patents, etc. plays a decisive role. This 
logic is the theory basis of intangible accounting objectives, intangible accounting assumptions 
and intangible accounting principles. 
Whether the ownership arrangement of a company is scientific or not decides the company’s 
survival and development. The ownership arrangement of a company means the formation process 
of certain property right agreement based on a fair game of all property right owners. Along with 














important; especially heterogeneous human resources assets which playing a decisive role in a 
company’s development. We agree with the theory of “assets and labor share a company’s 
ownership”. Assets and labor(heterogeneous human resources) have their respective advantages 
that can’t be replaced by each other, which means their relationship can only be complementary. 
This complementarity is advantage complementarity, and the cooperation of advantage 
complementarity can truly realize the ideal of “use all capability and offer all owned”. Based on 
this theory, we think the owners of heterogeneous human resource assets, as the main element and 
the decisive factor of general intangibles, should share a company’s proprietorship together with 
the owners of material assets. This is the theory basis of the accounting equation with intangibles 
embedded. 
From the aspect of financial management, company value is the whole company’s economic 
value, i.e. the fair market value of a company as a whole. The models for company value 
evaluation include: cash flow discount model, model of economic profit and relative value. In 
accordance with the models of company value evaluation, company value is subject to the 
indicators of present value of cash flow, present value of economic profit and price/earning ratio, 
etc. The three indicators are decided by a series of factors, among which, the most important one is 
intangibles. Company value theory is the theory basis of intangibles accounting assumption. 
Nowadays, knowledge is gradually becoming the main production element of a company. 
Due to the particularity of intangibles and the new requirements of stakeholders for accounting 
information, it’s essential to re-survey accounting objectives based on intangibles and the new 
requirements of stakeholders, in order to meet the needs of stakeholders for accounting 
information. 
In American accounting reports, international accounting reports, British accounting reports 
and Chinese financial  reports, “Because accounting reports describe by largely the financial 
influences of historic events, and not necessarily provide non-financial information, they don’t 
provide users all information needed for making economic decisions.(Para. 13 of the Frame)”, 
therefore, in these accounting objectives, the reporting of the capability and influence factors of 
company continuous and future cash flow is not enough. In terms of intangibles, American 
accounting reports, international accounting statements, British accounting statements and Chinese 
financial statements only confirm, measure and disclose “accounting intangibles”. Those 
“non-accounting intangibles”, e.g. business reputation created by company, internally created 
brands, names of magazines, human resources(talents) assets, infrastructure assets, 
customer(social) assets, etc. have been confirmed as expenditures but not intangibles assets. 














accounting information provided by current accounting system getting less and less useful, so in 
order to ensure the reliability of accounting information, the current accounting system lost the 
serviceability of the accounting information. For the stakeholders, e.g. investors and creditors, etc. 
the really useful information for their decisions are the information related to producing 
continuous cash flow capability of the company now and in the future. And the factor deciding 
continuous cash flow capability of company now and in the future is company’s heterogeneity and 
its decisive variables. These variables are the general intangibles with inherent heterogeneity 
including accounting intangibles and non-accounting intangibles. To provide really useful 
accounting information for stakeholders, e.g. investors and creditors, the company accounting 
objectives, particularly intangibles accounting objectives should be complete, including “decision 
useful viewpoint” containing “entrusted responsibility view”. We think the intangibles accounting 
objectives are to provide stakeholders(financial report users) useful information for operation and 
economic decision, which mainly related to company heterogeneity and its decisive factor, i.e. 
intangibles and its usage efficiency, which decides company continuous and future cash flow 
capability. These accounting objectives appropriate for modern requirements will cause substantial 
changes in accounting theory basic problems, e.g. accounting information quality principles, 
accounting basic assumption and accounting equation, etc. 
21st century is the age of new economy, and new economic operation rules, new management 
core value view and new management model caused new economic environment. However, in 
Chinese company accounting principles, international accounting principles and American and 
other developed countries’ accounting principles, accounting assumption or supposition is mainly 
based on tangible assets or material assets, which doesn’t  reflect the requirements of the new 
economic environment. Based on the new political and economic environment caused by new 
economy, new companies and new management, the accounting assumption from “economy and 
political environment” should reflect the new changes brought by the new economy, companies 
and management. In our opinion, it will become the new contents of intangibles accounting basic 
assumption under new economic conditions that heterogeneous human resources assets deciding 
intangibles value, intangibles deciding company value, heterogeneous human resources assets 
relating to intangibles and company value. 
From the comparison between Chinese accounting information quality requirements and the 
accounting information quality characteristics of IASC, America and Britain, the biggest 
difference is the relationship between relevance and reliability. In Chinese accounting information 
quality requirements, the reliability is the first-line quality characteristics compared to relevance, 














compared to reliability. This difference indicates the difference of the development of market 
economy and capital market. Therefore we are in awkward situation in terms of intangibles 
accounting principles: on one hand, we need the accounting system with reliability as the first 
quality characteristics due to underdevelopment of our market economy and the immaturity of 
capital market accordingly; on the other hand, we need to set up the accounting system with 
relevance or even thorough relevance as the first quality characteristics because intangibles decide 
the competition advantages and traditional accounting system is unconcerned about general 
intangibles particularly non-accounting intangibles, so that we can confirm, measure and reveal 
intangibles completely and sufficiently, put it into accounting system thoroughly and realize 
proper treatment of the decisive factors of competition advantages. 
Aiming at the awkward situation our country is facing with regard to intangibles accounting, 
in our point of view, we should establish “dual accounting principle system” which focuses on the 
reliability of tangible assets as the first quality characteristics and the relevance or even thorough 
relevance of intangibles as the fist quality characteristics. We regard this “dual accounting 
principle system” as the transition accounting system, which is appropriate for our economy 
situation and for treatment of intangibles. Along with the perfection of our market economy, our 
accounting system will inevitably evolve to “mature accounting principal system” with thorough 
relevance as the first quality characteristics. According to the intangibles accounting objectives, 
we think the thorough relevance, equal attention to historic cost and fair value, limited prudence 
and complete importance will become the important contents of the intangibles accounting 
principles, which is different from the tangible assets accounting principles. 
The accounting  equation “assets = liabilities + owner's equity” born in industrial economic 
time constitutes the basic frame of balance sheet. On the basis of the following equations that Du 
Xingqiang' and Li Wen's accounting identical equation with human resources, the accounting 
equation based on labor equity made by Xu Guojunj(1997), the accounting equation based on 
stakeholders theory made by Wang Xiqin, and the accounting equation made by Liu Guowu and 
Chen Shaohua importing knowledge assets and equity of knowledge capital owners, and according 
to intangible accounting objectives, accounting assumption and accounting principles, and the 
difference between intangibles and human resources assets & intelligence assets, we bring forward 
the accounting equation “material assets + intangibles = liabilities + labor equity + owner's equity 
of heterogeneous human resources assets + material assets owner's equity.” based on intangibles, 
equity of heterogeneous human resources assets and labor equity. 
In this accounting equation, assets are divided into material assets and general intangibles, and 














resources assets and material assets owner’s equity. This accounting equation indicates the 
characteristics of the ages of knowledge-based economy, completely reflects accounting objectives, 
accounting assumption, accounting principles in knowledge-based economy age, and brings the 
main assets and main equity of the knowledge-based economy age into the modern accounting 
system. This equation reflects the economic relationship by which labors, material assets owners and 
owners of heterogeneous human resources assets share together the residual claim. So this equation 
becomes the accounting basis, according to which labor(homogeneous human resources assets), 
material assets, heterogeneous human resources assets and other production elements participate in 
income distribution together. From economic point of view, the theory basis of this equation is the 












== . The introducing of owners of heterogeneous human 
resources assets and its income sufficiently reflects the influence on the economy increase by 
changes of income distribution among owners of production elements in knowledge-based economy 
age. Accounting equation based on this model has profound economic and social foundation. 
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大，S&P500 指数的平均 M/B2000 年为 6 倍，托宾 q(Tobin q)值从 1973 年的 0.81
增加到 1992 年的 1.69，S&P500 托宾 q 值超过了 3③。在个案方面，2000 年 6 月，
















                                                        
① 本文为中国博士后科学基金第 38 批资助项目。 
② 全球知名会计师事务所普华永道根据联合国和世界银行等的相关数据，依照按购买力平价（PPP）计算
的城市国民生产总值（GDP），2007 年 3 月 7 日推出全球各大城市生产力排行榜。在普华永道公布的结果
中，东京高居榜首，前 30 强中美国城市 多，中国香港进入前 30 位，排名第 14。普华永道认为，北京、
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